GCI SmartARM

- Custom Programmable
- Position Sensing
- Sequence Guiding
- User Friendly
- Modular
- Capable of Changing Torque Values for Different Fasteners in the Operation Sequence
- Automated Movement Available
- Touch Screen Operator Interface
- Eliminates Operator Error
- Multiple Rundown Capable
- Jigged or Flexible Part Configuration
- DC Controller Interface
- Custom Reaches & Torques

Rotation Sleeve for Right Angle Tool

Variable Position Tool Mount

Controller and Socket Tray Mounting Remote Start Install

Torque Tubes Standard Torques to 300 ft-lbs

Multi-Spindle Rigid Tool Mounting for Arms or Torque Tube Systems

Rigid Torque Arms with Standard Capacities to 3000 Ft-Lbs (4000 Nm)

Overhead Rail Systems for Lightweight and High Torque Applications